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If you’ve finally found that premises
you think you could live or work in,
then why not have it assessed
according to Vastu.
Choosing the right property which supports your
future life goals is a must before you sign a paper
on the dotted line.

The new home should not become a challenge
for you.

We can help you to the selected best property
based on your map, plan and other details of  the
Pre-Purchase property.

No matter where is your location, the Vastu
consultation can be done remotely.

www.vastuconsultant.com



Centre of the house

Is your centre of the house is in open space?

Is there any pillar ? Or wall

Is there any bathroom or kitchen?

What are the remedies if there is any defect?



Zone of the Main Door

Zone Grid for the main Door to find the exact

location of main door



Location of Entrance

Direction of your door

Impact of door on your life

Zone of the front door

Is your door good, bad or average?

 



Vastu Cosmic Man Location

Placing a Vastu purush -Cosmic man on the floor

plan for evaluation of the property

 



Zoning of plan  as per Directions



Five Elements of Vastu

 Five key elements (Water, Fire, Earth, Space,

and Wind) and its locations



Status of Property-Vastu findings

A.Is your house entrance is positive

Effects…..

B. Location of living room

Effects…..

C. Is your kitchen in the desired location?

What if it is in inauspicious zone?

Effects…..

D.Is your main master bed room in the

stability zone?

What are impact of bed room

Effects…..

E. IS your bathroom at correct location?

What are its impact on the house

Effects…..

F. Is shape of property has any missing or

extended corner?

What the impacts of these corners?

Effects…..



Vastu Suggestions

How is the main door opening?

Are there any obstacles near the

door?

Is it facing the lift or staircase?

How to enhance the main door for

more prosperity

How to rectify the main door defect?

What metal should be used in the

nameplate?

Entrance

Living Room

How the arrangement should be in

the living room?

What are the paintings to be

displayed in the living area

Colours for the living room

How should be a dining table ?

A seating arrangement in the dining

area



Vastu Suggestions

Where should be kitchen to be

located in the house

Internal placement in the kitchen

like gas, sink and refridgerator

Storage unit

Remedies to correct any defect

related to kitchen

Colours in the kitchen

Kitchen

Prayer Room

Where should be prayer area?

Prayer room  material

Improving the temple area

What should be a precaution about

the prayer



Vastu Suggestions

Where should be bed room for owner,

parents, kids and guest?

What should be the bed direction?

A placement of mirror, wall unit and

desk

How to correct the location of bed

room in wrong zone?

Artwork in bed room

Improving the bedroom 

Colours

Master Bed Room

Kids Room

Bed direction

How to place study desk in the kids

room?

Artwork and paintings in the bed

room

Colours

How to enhance kids room so they

can perform better

Bathrooms
Whereshould be toilet location

Colours of tiles in the bathrooms

Placements of shower, pot and

washbasin in bathroom

What are the remedies to correct

Vastu defect related to bathroom.



Key Suggetions

Where should be a zone for keeping

valuable and safe.

How to enhance money luck?

Where should be underground and

overhead water tanks to be placed

How should be the ceiling of each

room

How to improve the relationship in

house?

How to create a stress free home

What remedies to apply for

correction for extended or missing

corners in the house?

How to correct external vastu of the

house

What are the helpful plants in the

house

How to energize career area?

How to bring more prosperous energy

in the house

How to protect house from

negativity?



Vastu Rating



Whay we recommend Vastu remedies?

In modern living, where the environment at macro level is highly influenced by

many factors beyond our control, micro level energy correction done with

empowered remedies can effectively brings in and retain health, wealth, harmony

and happiness in the life.

Mandkind, through out the history has crated the rich, culturally specific symbols

with a meaning. These symbols impact our subconscious mind which make up about

95% of our mind frame. When these symbols are of specific geometric shape, size,

colours and meaning, it results in transforming of energy- the vital force that

governs entire universe.

We all love painting. Painting includes all sort of creative impression. Peoples

interest for an art or painting can be said to be as old as history of mankind.

Discovery of cave art shows clearly that the love for art has passed from generation

to generations. Real purpose of painting has been to communicate a messages .

During ancient time, the art have been used to express ideas that were not

acceptable in the society. Many messages are conveyed through colours, symbols,

art work, and also by way of

quotes in painting.  Many people do not realize how much of a role art plays in our

life.

Paintingsand artwork for Vastu corrections?

Why we use crystals in Vastu ?
 Crystal are tools for communication, between humans and the earth. It connects

our place elements with the earth energies. Crystal stimulates the atmosphere and

energy flow, making your space a more enjoyable. One of the main function of

crystal is to cleanse and transmute negative energies. When you use a crystal for

vastu i.e. your space healing (vastu corrections) , the crystal’s vibration tunes in to

the malfunctioning emissions of the affected area and gently corrects them,

making you feel healthier and re-energized.





We at Vastuconsultant.com has a team of experts who
have successfully enriched thousands of lives through
effective Vastu planning and its implementations. 

Our experts have done Vastu planning for thousands of
families and Businesses. It includes homes, villas houses,
businesses, building constructions, Plots, Hospitals,
Institutions, Bungalow, and Hotels worldwide since 1991.  

During the layout planning for the client, our experts have
worked with many reputed architects, structural engineers
and interior designers.

Our Vastu expert team consists of experienced, renowned
and respected consultants as a leading and most authentic
Vastu expert globally.

Mr. Nitien Parmar is a principal Vastu  expert from Mumbai
having experience of more than 27 years.
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